


AGGY brand was born in a family passionate for design, with the 
purpose to deliver outstanding design and quality furniture for 
customers. 
AGGY is the acronym for product designer Agota and her dad 
Gytis, who has over 30 years of experience working in furniture 
manufacturing.
They aim to inspire people by unique, extraordinary designs. To 
offer curious, outstanding furniture that creates the special out-
door atmosphere. 
It is their true passion to create beautiful, carefully handmade 
pieces from local Baltic region materials that represents Northern 
Europe design values. 
AGGY furniture creates soft, relaxing atmosphere that gives deep 
body rest leaving the daily stress behind. 
 
We hope this catalogue takes you to your dream relaxation loca-
tions!  
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AGGY is Lithuanian, family-run furniture brand with a 
creative slow life attitude that offers luxurious exclusivity 
to your terrace or garden.  
Simple, clean geometrical shapes of our design not only 
contribute something new, they are also the expression 
of new lifestyle. 
Our products have been recognised by design commu-
nity - prestigious media such as “Design Milk”, exhibit-
ed internationally in Milan, Paris, Barcelona and reward-
ed by A’ Design award - golden price. 
Enjoy impeccable quality, carefully made by our appre-
ciated craftsmen and outstanding design. 
Luxurious, but playful! 
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RELAXATION, AS 
A LIFESTYLE



PANAMA
BANANA  

Designer: 
Agota Rimsaite 

“Panama Banana” is light weighted sun lounger designed for 
 outdoors. 
It is inspired by smooth shapes of seaside elements such as 
surfing board, ship. The ropes give an open texture so when 
you lie down the wind can go through and you feel more 
refreshed at hot day in the beach. Because of its light weight 
it can be easily moved. As a sun lounger it is very comfortable 
because as you lie down your legs slightly go up so they can 
relax better. Finally, when you want to pack  it away, you sim-
ply remove the support details and it folds flat. 
It is made by local materials from Baltic region. The wood 
work of this design mainly involves craftsmanship, done with 
deep care for details and main focus for sustainable processes. 
“Panama Banana” is designed to promote deep relaxation for 
the outdoors. 



Sun lounger Panama Banana - Brown, side table Ogis - Sand



Sun lounger Panama Banana - Black



Sun lounger Panama Banana - Gold and Black



Sun lounger Panama Banana - Gold



OGIS 

Designer: 
Agota Rimsaite 

“Ogis” is practical and stylish side table. Its removable tray
is very handy function, designed for easier and comfortable
food serving experience. Made of water resistance plywood,
coated by polyurethane finish, it can be used for outdoor as
well as a supplement furniture for inside. This minimal furniture
design piece is designed with the intention to fit to
different interior and outdoor settings.



Side table Ogis - Olive



Sun lounger Panama Banana - Black and Brown, side table Ogis - Sand



Sun lounger Panama Banana - Black and Brown, side table Ogis - Sand



All AGGY design products are patientlty and carefully hand 
made by their appreciated craftsmen. They offer an integral 
process from design to production. In this way they can control 
every step in the process and deliver exceptional quality prod-
ucts.  
They also have a close network of collaborating manufacturers 
that complement their capabilities that guarantee the best and 
service and long-lasting furniture pieces. 
Everything is made and produced in Lithuania, using only local 
materials from Baltic region. It is their aim to provide a sustain-
able product that inspires and generate personal and pleasant 
environment. 
 
Every object they create, begin with a story that gives unique-
ness to every object. 

PROCESS







technical
specifications



panama banana OGIS

MATERIALS 
Panama Banana sun lounger is made of water resis-
tant birch plywood, coated of transparent water resis-
tance varnishing and UV resistant polyester stripes. 
 
 
CLEANING AND CARE: 
Textile stripes could be cleaned with soapy water. 
Furniture can be used in exterior environment but it 
shall not be exposed to direct rain for long time. The 
stripes color may fade during long exposure to sun 
light. 
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Brown Gold Black Beige Olive Grey

DESIGNER 
Agota Rimsaite

DESIGNER 
Agota Rimsaite

Coral Pastel
pink

Peach Mushroom 
grey

OliveSand

MATERIALS 
Ogis side table is made of water resistant birch ply-
wood, coated by polyurethane colour finish.
 
 
CLEANING AND CARE: 
Tables could be cleaned with damp cloth. Furniture 
can be used in exterior environment but it shall not 
be exposed to direct rain for long time. Color may 
fade during long exposure to sun light. 
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AGGY reserves the right to modify their 
products without prior notification. 
Colours may differ from reality.
Our designs are registered in EU. 

AGGY 
Kregzdziu 11, Vilnius 
Lithunia  
info@aggydesign.com 
+3706 20 10 337  
aggydesign.com


